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Here is a list of groups that I have on Facebook and telegram. If it's not on this list then it has 

nothing to do with me.  … 

Transkript  

foreign hey guys how are we okay so you're probably wondering why I am doing videos  

again simple reason is the alliance refuses to give me any reason why I should be silent  

um and they refuse to tell me anything so until they stop playing games with my life and 

everybody else's life and get this show on the road then here we are okay I'm not going to be 

their porn anymore they've already used me enough um and they've used everybody enough 

so I'm not gonna play their game okay when they start looking after humanity and I know 

they're at War so before you start jumping up and down in a temper tantrum there oh there 

well I know that and I know there will be casualties of War but the white hats claim they care 

for us and they are playing with our lives and forcing us to die and live on the street and eat 

out of garbage bins and hmm so no I'm not going to play their game not anymore if they can 

give me a genuine reason an honest true genuine reason then here I am I'm not going to be 

silenced unless there's a bloody good reason and they will not provide that reason so I'm not 

going to be silenced simple okay now a few updates since I have been it's only been one week  

um I have been in the groups I have been watching everything I have been listening to 

everything I've been watching People's interaction I have been um people have been sending 

me conversations from other groups um people saying really really nasty stuff it's all good it's  

 

 

 

all good now for those people who have ears but refuse to listen except choose to listen to 

what they want to hear I will give it to you very very briefly again the um the beliefs in 

regards to the 5D new Earth and the med beds if you have strong religious beliefs and you 

want to be healed healed treated by the med beds it doesn't matter your beliefs you can be 

treated no matter what your beliefs are if you want to work with the beds as in seeing patients 

as in standing next to the machine and pressing all the buttons for a patient to be healed and 

helping patients in and out of the bed and all of that yes you will need to elevate your 

Consciousness past indoctrination and limiting mind control tactics which is that's right eliefs 

now I know there's quite a few people plotting against me and good for them good for them I 

know um a lot of people a lot it's not just one group there are a lot of groups getting together 

and planning on um and have already got together and gone into the astral world and 

connected with Spirit connected with ETS and higher dimensional beings and they come back 

and they say sky Princess full of it's not true you can have whatever beliefs good for you good 

for you okay a lot of people will say that just to protect their ego even if Spirit tells them 
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actually yes guy Prince is telling the truth they'll still deny it okay so just a heads up if you 

hear all of this um some of these plots are deliberate okay to discredit me ignore them just 

ignore them I know it's coming people just trying to protect their belief system you know 

what good on them good on them um if they they come back and say oh you know actually 

we're wrong and she's right you know even more hats off to them but just be aware that   

people are doing their very best to discredit me even more thanks to the scammers so um you 

know it's all good it's all good people want my information about Med beds but you give them 

more information what's actually required and people turn on you like a pack of wolves it's 

fun it's fun it just shows who they truly are and where they are at their their level of Spiritual 

Development it's it's fine whatever each to their own now the spiritual counseling course okay 

we have over 2 000 people registered for that um well over well well over 2 000 people and 

we're getting at least 100 every day at the very least 100 every single day and um the website 

that the alliance is developing is so cool it's really really cool it's all Quantum it's all it's really 

good really good stuff so that course will be completely free and the official registrations will 

be emailed um to you guys uh once it's all ready after funding it will be in all languages it will 

be um in all countries the whole lot but with the spiritual counseling course okay now if you 

are wanting to work with the med beds or be a dietitian or a physiotherapist if you're wanting 

to work clinically in the clinical department where which basically is working with patients 

on any level except the cafeteria or the kitchen or cleaning or gardening okay if you actually 

want to work one-to-one with patients and face to face then the spiritual counseling course is 

actually required okay it will be exactly the same for um for everybody okay except the 

different classes so it doesn't matter what job you're working you will still get the same  

 

spiritual counselor training okay it won't be any different um managers okay if you just want 

to fund your set funder Center or a project it's not required if you want to manage a center you 

will be working with higher dimensional beings so this course is actually a requirement now if 

you uh wanting to be a med bed operator but have not signed up for the spiritual counseling 

training it will automat you will automatically be placed in that spiritual counselor training 

that it is the spiritual counselor training is part of the med bed training as well okay so to do 

med bed training is a lot more than just pressing a few buttons and learning about biology and 

health okay it is um it's the whole works okay now with this course any of the the training 

you're either in 100 or you're out it's not part time it is full-time you treat it as your job okay 

and um if you have a busy life or whatever you need to organize your life you know so that 

you can attend the classes and the live streams and everything on time okay so that's your  

responsibility uh what else did I have to tell you guys hmm let's see let's see let's see oh I am 

creating just on a personal note I am creating a Facebook page and telegram page for athusa 

Lodge which will be my uh my Center if I'm granted approval for humanitarian funding and 

that will have all the updates now I will be allowed to document a couple of horses Journey   

Through the animal healing Chambers and their uh their Journey you know throughout 

returning to competition and all of that kind of stuff very old aged horses one of them is 28. so 

that will be there I'll be documenting the building process if it's not already built because there 

is rumor that some centers are already built it's just a rumor um if if mine's not already built 

then I will document the building process and and all of that I will I do know I will be asked 

to give a tour of the castle it is a castle that's what I'm planning a castle um a tour and just 

show people around and mainly for the public to see what you know what is available how it's 

all going to work and things like that and to show you guys that's doing centers you know 

give you guys a few ideas so there'll be updates all the time and those updates will be on on 

YouTube and shared to those two pages um now I haven't created them yet I'm going to create 

them either this afternoon or tomorrow so I can't give you any links okay but if you're on  

Facebook um I will share the links on my Facebook page and if you're on Telegram then I 

will share it on all my my telegram Pages it's only for your updates and and things like that  



okay so when the number the phone numbers the national phone numbers come out for the the 

med beds to be used to be treated for the public um I will probably get those numbers and  

I will list them in my groups as well okay so make sure you're in the right groups I will list the 

groups at the at the on the description of this video if you're if you're in a group that is not  

on that list it means you're in a scam group you need uh pudding me you need to get out of 

that group okay so um okay no I did not get my nails done I kind of run out of money when I 

got off that that video that live stream I went and checked my bank account it's like yeah no 

not today so all good okay so no I did not get my nails done um and lucky because I really did 

run out of money uh so um so yeah I'll share all the phone numbers when they come out and 

when they're available and just remembering there has been some controversy so when the 

funding is available which is not yet we don't know when so please don't ask we don't know 

when um the beds will be made to public knowledge okay so they'll come to public 

knowledge about six to eight weeks after funding and then six to eight weeks after  

uh after public knowledge then they will start treating the most severe people of the public 

okay so you're looking at three months maybe four months something like that and this is a 

timeline that allows all the humanitarians and their dependents to be treated okay and then as 

soon as all there all of them are treated then they start on the public okay so um we're looking 

at around three to four months alrighty so we just have to wait for funding and when funding 

comes then it's game on until then we're in a holding pattern just like we're sitting in an 

airplane waiting for the the airport the runway to be clear and we're sitting there twiddling our 

thumbs and it's like yeah okay still another day has passed and nothing yeah keep your 

vibrations High keep manifesting yep still another day another day oh look guess what there's  

another day another week another month and so on and so on and so on and so on we don't 

know is politics holding everything up at the moment um they need to get off their asses and  

release it they really do they really really do and uh yeah not happy but anyway whatever 

okay or whatever we're losing more and more people every single day that passes and uh 

nobody seems to care but you know all right so um so yeah there's all the updates um I don't 

think I had to tell you anything else oh just a reminder if you are in the groups the alliance  

and those above outside of Earth's atmosphere are watching every single person closely every 

person everyone who wishes to be a humanitarian go to a Redemption appointment fund a 

center or work in a center you are being so closely watched every second of every day you are  

being watched and monitored so Behavior okay walk your talk we don't just love and light 

while stabbing someone in the back with a chainsaw okay which is happening a lot a lot and  

then turn around and say oh I'm all full of love no no you actually have to walk your talk  

if you are full of love then you wouldn't be bashing people behind their back okay remember 

everybody has a friend in the groups everybody the information gets back to them okay and 

the alliance is watching everybody and everything so watch your p's and q's okay stop being 

stupid stop being an a-hole actually walk your talk all right I mean that really because if you 

think you're you're going into the Redemption appointment to get this beautiful big payout 

and exchange that you've been an behind people's backs you're going to walk out with very 

little very very little uh the scammers they have a lot of currency as well they'll be turned 

around and warped out some of them in handcuffs okay so um just know the money will go  

to the right people not the the pretend people okay and uh to the real genuine ones um  

you'll get everything you desire and a lot more so good on you and uh  

then you're free to go in  and do whatever you can and uh and help heal and build not even 

heal but build the new earth that is what we're doing with the projects is not healing we're 

building okay so um so yeah just know that everybody every second of the day is being  

extremely closely monitored and the alliance has tabs on everybody everyone no one gets gets 

away with anything okay so um be aware and Big Daddy is watching lots of big daddies are 

watching and you know so um so yeah all right so uh enjoy have fun and just remember I'm 

not answering every single question that you pose at me if you can I'm allowing you guys to  



to figure it out yourselves and I've asked my my admins to do the same to step back especially 

in the local groups group okay everybody wants help in setting up your own group uh you're 

about to be running a major Health and Medical Center if you can't manage to set up your 

own group on a social media site then you know you're gonna struggle managing a major 

medical health center so consider this practice okay we can no longer hold your hand while 

you're expecting to go out there and run major centers with potentially billions of dollars  

um you'll we have to step back and allow you to figure it out yourself okay we're no longer 

interfering or being the intermediary between groups that's having issues with each other or   

people that's got problems with somebody else he said she said this group said that that group 

did this figure it out yourselves figure it out your adults you're about to walk into abundance  

where you're going to be working with these people so please don't message us with your  

your he said she said issues um it's none of our business it's time you took responsibility and 

uh and looked after yourselves worked it out yourself figure it out yourself actually be the 

manager that you are planning to be if you can't do it on a social Media Group you've got no 

way in hell of doing it for real in person so um yeah use this time to to figure it out and work 

it out yourself okay um I know people are under a lot of stress and need a bit of a helping and  

and guidance that's fine but we will no longer do it for you and we will no longer be the the 

middle person between an argument between groups and people that's just not on anymore  

at this stage of the game you pull your socks up and do it and get on with it or you you know 

you have no business being involved in something that's going to change the world for the 

better if you can't even you know resolve an issue with somebody so um if you're not repared 

to to do it for real then or you're not prepared to do it on social media then you won't be able 

to do it in person so use it as practice all right really important okay everybody so um take 

care have a great day and uh White hats I know you're listening bloody hurry up it's getting 

real tiring every single person I've spoken to is fed up with it so sick of the games sick of the 

lies sick of the smoking dagger and they say it's necessary but they also say they have 

everyone and everything's done so there's no excuses okay get it done so we can start building 

the new Earth and pick up the pieces that that you you know allowed to to happen so um yeah 

take care everyone bye  


